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Abstract 
There is a growing demand for renewable hydrogen in recent years with climate change 
attaining one of the highest priorities in today’s industrialized societies. In industry, a significant 
amount of hydrogen is used in the methanol (CH3OH) production. Successively, the produced 
methanol is used to manufacture formaldehyde (HCHO), which is one of the most extensively 
used raw materials for further synthesis of many other types of chemicals. However, most of 
these synthesis routes require its anhydrous form. Therefore, the currently and most widely 
used industrial oxidative dehydrogenation processes are disadvantageous, because of the 
formation of water during the manufacturing process. Not only is the separation chemistry of 
formaldehyde-water-methanol mixture a complex unit operation, but it is also relatively energy 
intensive [1]. Moreover, the hydrogen used in the beginning of the supply chain to produce 
methanol is lost, since it reacts to water.  
 
The topic of direct dehydrogenation is therefore of real interest, because the two main 
products, viz. anhydrous monomeric formaldehyde and hydrogen are commercially of great 
interest. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is known to catalyze the direct methanol dehydrogenation [2–4]. 
However, the volatilization of ZnO at high temperatures is a major problem leading to a 
significant drop in the catalyst activity over time [3]. In this investigation, we initially compare 
the dehydrogenation chemistry of ZnO catalyst to the methanol pyrolysis, wherein the formed 
hydrogen and water was also quantified. To the best of our knowledge, a very few number of 
studies have been published till date catering to quantification of the trace amount of water 
formed during the dehydrogenation reaction [5]. All types of ZnO catalysts yielded a maximum 
of 0.8 vol% water inside the investigated temperature range. Experiments were carried out to 
stabilize activity of the catalyst with help of mild oxidizing agents, one of them being carbon 
dioxide (CO2). Although a minimal stabilizing effect was observed, it did not completely hinder 
the catalyst deactivation. Consequently, focus was laid upon binding the ZnO chemically to 
silica support matrix by applying different manufacturing as well as heat-treatment (calcination) 
methods. A Time On Stream (TOS) study revealed a higher stability of the new catalyst, which 
surpasses stability of the ZnO catalyst with a constant methanol conversion and formaldehyde 
selectivity. 

Introduction 
A major task undertaken by the global political committees is to set the goal of a net-zero 
emission society by 2050 [6, 7]. For chemical industry, which is the third largest direct CO2 
emitter [8], this could mean recycling the emitted CO2, where various basic chemicals (with 
C,H & O in their structure) can be manufactured in combination with H2. For example, methanol 
(CH3OH) is currently synthesized from CO2, CO and H2 at pressures from 50 to 100 bar and 
temperatures between 200 and 300 °C using Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 as catalyst. From which, 
approximately 30% caters to the single major usage, i.e., the production of formaldehyde [9]. 
The IEA predicts an increased CO2 footprint in methanol production from 222 Mt/p.a. in 2020 
to 269 Mt/p.a. by 2025 [8]. Therefore, manufacturing methanol completely with the help of 
recycled CO2 would have a significant impact on the chemical sector alone in directly 
diminishing the GHG emissions. Although, recycling CO2 is not just the only way of increasing 
sustainability and energy efficiency of industrial processes. During production of formaldehyde 
from methanol, one of the major side-products is water [1]. Currently industrially practiced 
processes include the silver contact process (with silver catalyst) and the formox process (iron 



 

oxide-molybdenum oxide catalyst). In both processes, synthesis happens by means of two 
different routes, viz. through  
 

a. partial oxidation of methanol  
 

CH3OH + ½ O2 → HCHO + H2O 
 

b. direct dehydrogenation of methanol 
 

CH3OH → HCHO + H2 
 
The partial oxidation route drastically reduces energy efficiency of the process because, the 
energy dense hydrogen used in manufacturing methanol in the beginning is thereby lost and 
converted to its more stable form, water. Consequently, the topic of direct dehydrogenation of 
primary alcohols and alkanes is of a significant relevance in process industry, due to the fact 
that the dehydrogenation chemistries are usually moderate to high endothermic reactions 
requiring relatively high temperatures [10]. It is important to mention here that, provisions have 
to be made to install a consecutive utility plant for anhydrous formaldehyde, since the molecule 
is very reactive and also unstable outside a specific range of temperature [11]. Hereby, one 
can imagine a manufacturing plant for generation of in-situ anhydrous formaldehyde from 
methanol and its subsequent utilization in the next step for manufacturing widely used 
formaldehyde derivatives like trioxane [12].  
 
Pure zinc oxide is one of the very few materials known to be active towards the direct 
dehydrogenation chemistry of primary alcohols and alkanes [4, 13]. Recently, a paper has 
been published, where application of bulk gallium oxide (Ga2O3) material enabled a direct 
dehydrogenation of methanol, with an initial formaldehyde selectivity of 77% alongside a 
methanol conversion of 72% [14]. However, in case of bulk ZnO these values are much lower 
with initial selectivity of being 75% with only 10% methanol conversion [15]. Moreover, the high 
temperatures and a reducing atmosphere causes a relatively fast deactivation of both the 
above-mentioned catalysts in a very short time. In case of ZnO, the catalyst is reduced to 
metallic zinc, which then accumulates at the colder reactor outlet, thus leading to loss of active 
zinc species from the catalyst bed [15]. Previous efforts show that, manufacturing ZnO from 
different precursors, viz. zinc acetate, zinc nitrate or zinc chloride, led to different BET surface 
areas along with different activities [13]. Apart from application of different manufacturing 
techniques, efforts were undertaken to physically support bulk ZnO with typical support 
materials such as silica, alumina or titanium, to circumvent the volatility problem. Here, silica 
was the most effective support material with a significant improvement in catalyst activity as 
well its stability [16, 17].  
 
In this study, we initially investigated the zinc oxide catalyst by physically supporting it with 
fumed silica. Although, in a harsh reductive environment the catalyst suffered serious 
deactivation, again due to catalyst volatility at high temperatures. Experiments were focused 
on in-situ re-oxidation of the reduced metallic zinc with help of CO2 and O2. Application of 
minimal O2 in feed produced relatively high amounts of water as by-product, whereas 
application of CO2 as a mild oxidizing agent was observed to slow down the zinc reduction (for 
one specific CO2:CH3OH concentration and reaction temperature), similar to investigations 
from Jung and his coworkers [3].  
 
Since these measures did not lead to a complete overall stability of any manner, diverse efforts 
were undertaken to chemically bind the catalyst material to its support. Here, the interaction of 
zinc oxide with different support materials is a topic, which has been extensively investigated 
in past. Various applications of zinc silicate [18–20], zinc aluminate [21–25] as well as zinc 
titanate [26–28] as a spinel material can be found, primarily all across photo catalysis and in 
the electronics industry. Zinc titanate (ZnTiO3) is a well-known sorbent candidate for high 
temperature hydrogen sulfide (H2S) removal from exhaust gases of a coal gasifier [29]. Since 



 

temperatures of the exhaust gases are as high as 650 °C, a stable form of zinc oxide has to 
be implemented. Therefore, by chemically binding TiO2 to ZnO matrix, the reduction of zinc 
oxide could be hindered significantly. Analogous to this, volatility problem of the bulk ZnO can 
also be positively influenced by understanding its interactions with the SiO2 material. Such an 
effect is also known as strong metal-support interaction and is a well-researched field of study 
in the branch of material science [30]. There are various phases of zinc silicate, which exist in 
resonance to the base material depending on formation and concentration of ZnO and SiO2. 
Two of these are; zinc metasilicate/bisilicate (ZnSiO3) and willemite or zinc 
orthosilicate/monosilicate (Zn2SiO4). Some of these are even found naturally in the ore and 
mines of zinc [31]. Presence of impurities inside their structures enable physical and chemical 
properties of the material to vary largely, in some cases leading to a wider band of emission 
spectrums, an enhanced thermal and electrical conductivity or in some cases very good 
dielectric properties have also been observed [32]. The structure of zinc silicate material allows 
its widespread usage as a host matrix for various dopants. Although, manufacturing these 
materials in laboratory could be a very challenging task. Sagou and coworkers have made 
constant efforts in 1980s to manufacture the zinc silicate in Zn2SiO4 structural form [13, 16]. In 
one study they reported an amount of 43.1 wt% of Zn and 21.2 wt% Si in the catalyst matrix 
by performing ICP elemental analysis [33]. This suggests that the material manufactured had 
a chemical formula of Zn1Si1.14O3.38, rather than the targeted Zn2SiO4 catalyst. 
 
Out of the various available synthesis methods, during this study we have applied the sol-gel 
method to synthesize all the zinc silicate materials [34]. Thereby, usage of different calcination 
methods and temperatures enabled varied structure specific characteristics of the same 
material. Simultaneous to the catalyst activity tests, characterization of the material was 
executed. XRD and EDX techniques were used to investigate phase structures and surface 
elemental composition respectively, thereby disclosing some physical characteristics of the 
material. Physisorption experiments were also undertaken for measuring BET surface area. 
For investigation of chemical properties, bulk composition was characterized with the help of 
ICP-OES method before and after the reaction, to quantify the loss of zinc from catalyst matrix. 
During some experiments, deposition of carbonaceous species was also observed. Here TGA 
method with synthetic air (20.5% O2) was implemented to burn off the coke and determine the 
amount during a specific TOS. The synthesis and characterization methods have been 
described in detail in the following sections of this investigation. 

Experimental section 
Catalyst preparation 
ZnO nanopowder (Sigma-Aldrich, <100 nm particle size) was directly obtained for catalytic 
tests, where the powder was calcined at 600 °C in static air for 5 hours. Before application on 
the fixed bed, 5 wt% of the powder was mixed with fumed silica (SiO2, Sigma-Aldrich), pressed 
and sieved. The sieve fraction in between 400 – 600 µm was used throughout all experiments, 
even for the zinc silicate trials. A single ZnO catalyst was tested during this study, whose 
sample name was ZnFS/SA1. 
 
For preparation of zinc silicate materials, the following chemicals were exactly used as they 
were commercially procured without undergoing any pre-treatment; zinc nitrate hexahydrate 
(Zn(NO3)2.6H2O, Sigma-Aldrich, reagent grade 98%) and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 
Sigma-Aldrich, for synthesis) were used as precursors for obtaining zinc silicate based 
catalyst. The molar ratio of Zn to Si was fixed at 2. The zinc precursor was dissolved in a round 
bottom flask using ethanol as solvent. To this, the required amount of TEOS was fed in, while 
constantly stirring the solution inside the flask. All steps were performed in room temperature. 
After this, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 4, with help of nitric acid to activate the sol 
[35]. The solution was then allowed to stand at room temperature. Evaporation of the solvent 
took place at ambient temperature and with the help of natural air convection [32]. After a 
couple of days, the formed gel turned into a white powder, which is also known as gel 
desolvation effect [10]. This was thoroughly washed and then dried for 12 hours at 120 °C. To 



 

undertake calcination, two types of ovens were utilized, viz. ovens with static & dynamic airflow. 
The prepared zinc silicate was calcined at 450 °C, 750 °C and 950 °C in both oven types to 
observe various material characteristics. Here the rate of heating was 5 °C/min with 5 hours of 
dwell time for the observed calcination temperatures. The various zinc silicates were named 
with the prefix, ZnSi. This was followed by the abbreviations SA or DA, which depicted the type 
of calcination procedure, viz. Static Airflow or Dynamic Airflow respectively. Lastly, numbers 2 
to 5 represent the different end temperatures during each calcination procedure.  

Catalyst characterization 
Phase composition of differently calcined zinc silicate catalysts was determined by means of 
XRD with Cu-Kα (40mA, 45 kV) as the source of X-ray. Peak positions and profiles were then 
determined and fitted with the help of X’Pert Highscore software.  
 
N2 physisorption measurements were performed using a Quantachrome Novawin analyser. 
Prior to the measurements, samples were degassed to 130 °C with 20 h holding time. During 
the measurement, adsorption and desorption isotherms were recorded and the BJH fitting was 
applied to determine surface areas of all the tested catalysts. 
 
In order to quantify elements on the surface of the material, SEM and EDX measurements 
were carried out with the help of a Zeiss V16 microscope. Thereafter, PhiZAF method was used 
to quantify the recorded maps. The software also automatically calculated atom percentages 
(at%) of respective elements from the measured weight percentages (wt%). 
 
For characterization of chemical composition of the catalyst bulk, ICP-OES measurements 
were undertaken. An Anton Paar Multiwave 3000 instrument was used for sample preparation, 
where a maximum amount of 500 mg of sample was completely digested in concentrated 
hydrogen fluoride solution (40%). An Agilent 725 ICP-OES Spectrometer was then used to 
detect the ions, which were generated by ionizing the solution with help of an argon plasma. 
Here the flow rate of Ar was maintained at 15 l/min. 
 
Lastly, TGA analyses of carbon deposited on the materials were performed to estimate the 
amount of carbon formed per unit time. Here, synthetic air (20.5% O2) was used to heat 30 mg 
of sample at a rate of 10 °C min-1. Here the end temperature was maintained throughout at 
1000 °C. 

Catalyst activity 
The testing of catalysts was executed inside a fixed bed of quartz glass tube with 9 mm inside 
and 12 mm outside diameter. Temperature at the bed was measured directly with a 
thermoelement protected by a thin tube of quartz glass. A typical experiment always comprised 
250 mg of catalyst material. The weighed catalyst was sandwiched in between two plugs of 
quartz wool and placed in isothermal zone of an electric oven. The oven was purchased from 
Horst GmbH, which served as the heating device for the reactor. The device had a total length 
of 550 mm, with a single heating zone, which was 450 mm long.  
 
A specific amount of liquid methanol was fed by overpressure (under He 6.0), where the flow 
was measured with a Cori-flow mass flow meter (MFM). At downstream the MFM was attached 
to an evaporator, which was supported with a N2 mass flow controller (MFC) used also as the 
process carrier gas (purity: 5.5). All instruments were purchased from Wagner Mess- und 
Regeltechnik. A second MFC was assigned to feed either CO2 or synthetic air (purity of both 
gases: 5.5) into the feed. Actual amount of the flowing gas was dependent on upstream 
pressure of the MFC and the conversion factors were calculated with help of the online 
available Fluidat Software from Bronkhorst.  
 
A gas chromatograph (GC) model 7890 from Agilent equipped with two thermal conductivity 
detectors (TCD) was used to determine and quantify the effluent gases. The dosing took place 



 

by generation of under pressure on the analytic bypass line, which then forced the gases to 
flow through sample loops inside the GC. After sufficient purging with effluent gas from the 
process outlet, samples were released into two channels of the GC. The back TCD detector 
was supplied with Ar (purity: 6.0) as carrier gas to detect the permanent gas species (H2, CO, 
CH4 and CO2), whereas He (purity: 6.0) was used in the front detector.  
 
Calibration of water was carefully carried out with the help of a humidity measurement device 
and a psychometric chart. After complete calibration of main components of air, the value of 
relative humidity was used to determine humidity ratio. This furthermore revealed the 
concentration of water in a specific volume of air. This process was repeated three times at 
three different times of a day. The resulting correlation factor of these calibration points was 
0.99959, which showed good accuracy of calibration.  
 
A typical experiment was approached as follows, where an inert gas feed (N2), was used in 
the beginning not only to purge the system, but also simultaneously to heat up reactor and the 
catalyst bed. After steady state, a specific stream of methanol was fed in. During all the tests, 
amount of methanol was kept constant at 5 vol%. For parameter optimization, temperature 
programmed experiments were carried out by varying the temperatures from 400 to 750 °C. 

Results and discussion 
Catalyst characterization 
From table 1 it can be interpreted, that the different methods and temperatures of calcination 
had different effects on the catalyst characteristics. The zinc silicate powder, ZnSi/SA2 
calcined at the lowest temperature showed the highest BET surface area just after the ZnO 
catalyst, ZnFS/SA1. This was expected, because thermal treatment at higher temperatures 
lead to sintering of the material and smaller pores merge and create larger pores inside the 
matrix [32]. It is also worth mentioning, that apart from the usage of an acid in sol-gel method 
instead of a base, the dynamic airflow method proved to be a better method for preparing 
catalysts with a higher pore volume. 
Table 1: Sample nomenclature with measured physical properties of the various zinc oxide 
catalysts. 

Samples Calcination 
temperature, 
dwell time / 

°C, h 

S(BET) / 
m2·g-1 

Zn in 
bulk / 
wt% 

(fresh) 

Zn on 
surface / 

wt% 
(fresh) 

Zn:Si / 
ratio of 

at% 
(fresh) 

Zn in 
bulk / 
wt% 

(spent) 
ZnFS/SA1 550, 5 154.4 4.3 2 0.1 0.08 
ZnSi/SA2 450, 5 58.4 57.5 65.7 3.3 40.6 
ZnSi/SA3 750, 5 18.3 58.4 80.3 2 53.3 
ZnSi/SA4 950, 5 8.5 56.6 71.3 1.3 53.5 
ZnSi/DA5 900, 5 12.8 57.1 83.6 2.5 54.5 

The usage of an acid increases the hydrolysis rate of sol, which not only leads to a lesser 
branched gel formation, but it is also related to more pore volume [10]. The later phenomenon 
can be explained through an uneven heat and mass transport in case of the static air type of 
oven, where achieving a steady state requires more time and it is prone to small disruptions 
caused due to changes in air pressure of its surroundings [36]. The surface weight percentages 
of zinc was higher than those in material bulk. In the bulk, zinc silicate material largely 
corresponds to the targeted Zn2SiO4. The theoretical weight percentages of Zn, Si and O are 
58.68%, 12.6% and 28.72%, respectively. Table 1 shows, that the samples prepared through 
sol-gel procedure exhibit a maximum deviation of 3.5% from the targeted material after 
performing calcination. On, the other hand, the wt% of Zn on the surface measured with the 
help of EDX method, showed a maximum deviation 42% for the ZnSi/DA5 catalyst. The EDX 
measurements also showed that ZnFS/SA1 and ZnSi/DA5 had a rather inhomogeneous 



 

distribution of the active component (Zn) in their structures, which can be seen from the figure 
1. The figure shows presence of Zn, Si, O and C elements on the material surface represented 
by the various colors. In case of both the catalysts, the distribution of Zn was rather uneven, 
comprising of small dense patches. Here, it is important to note, that only one measurement 
for each of these catalyst was carried out. Hence, it also explains the huge deviation of almost 
40% in the surface Zn wt% for the ZnSi/DA5 catalyst material. However, contrary to the 
material manufactured by Sagou [13], this was already a huge improvement in regards to 
synthesis of the targeted catalyst material. Results of the bulk material chemical composition 
was also supported by observing the different phases of zinc silicate material, where a higher 
calcination temperature of the material not only increased the material crystallinity, but also the 
more phases of the desired Zn2SiO4 could be observed at 950 °C and above [34]. Please refer 
to the figure 2 for information on these XRD analyses. 

  

Figure 1: EDS (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) measurements superimposed on the 
SEM images to look at the elemental composition on the surface of ZnFS/SA1 (on the left) 
and ZnSi/DA5 (on the right).  

 
Figure 2: XRD patterns of zinc silicate samples calcined in static air oven at temperatures of 
450, 750 and 950 °C. 
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Catalyst activity 
ZnFS/SA1 was the first catalyst to be tested for looking at the products of methanol 
dehydrogenation chemistry. Figure 3 shows a typical product spectrum obtained with the pure 
ZnO material. An expected increase in the methanol conversion was represented through this 
test, until the temperatures were high enough for a fast ZnO reduction leading to a fall in the 
methanol conversion. By the end of experiments, accumulation of metallic zinc could be 
observed, proving the volatility of zinc oxide in a reducing atmosphere. Apart from that, figure 
4 shows the main products of direct dehydrogenation. Here, it can be seen that the catalytic 
yield of anhydrous formaldehyde throughout the investigated temperature ranges (400 – 700 
°C) always exceeded the HCHO yield from the methanol pyrolysis process, which is normally 
performed at 700 – 950 °C. During methanol pyrolysis, significant conversions of methanol 
only appear at temperatures exceeding 700 °C [37]. The selectivity of hydrogen in comparison 
to water for both the systems was almost 99%, with a maximum yield of 0.8% water for the 
ZnFS/SA1 catalyst. Through bulk elemental analysis, it was observed that, the spent 
ZnFS/SA1 catalyst had lost 98.13 wt% of zinc from its matrix after 8 hours of TOS. As a 
corrective measure, a certain amount of O2 was introduced in the feed along with methanol 
and N2 carrier gas. The ratio of O2:CH3OH was varied in the between 3.3, 2 and 1. All three 
feeds yielded water as product for a WHSV of 364.6 h-1 in the temperature range of 400 – 750 
°C. Naturally, the highest amount of water was produced in an oxygen rich feed mixture 
(O2:CH3OH = 3.3) and at 750 °C, where the oxidation of H2 took place majorly in the gas phase 
[38].  
 

 
Figure 3: Conversion and selectivity of methanol and its various reaction products respectively 
versus reaction temperature for the ZnFS/SA1 catalyst system.  
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Figure 4: A comparison of conversion of methanol versus yield of formaldehyde, hydrogen and 
water in between methanol pyrolysis and ZnFS/SA1 catalyst system. 

Since, trials with oxygen led to water formation, CO2 was introduced into the feed, as a mild 
oxidizing agent. Addition of CO2 was carried out mainly for two temperatures of interest, viz. 
500 and 550 °C, indicated in the figure 5 with blue and red lines. Below this temperature, 
methyl formate (MeFo) dominated the product spectrum, whereas above 550 °C, deactivation 
of the ZnO was rather accelerated (also in presence of CO2). CO2:CH3OH ratio in the feed was 
varied once to 0.8 and then to 1.4. Again, full deactivation of the catalyst could not be 
completely hindered. Moreover, the reduction could only be slowed down at a temperature of 
500 °C and a feed ratio of 0.8. The trend of these observations was in resonance with other 
investigations, where influence of CO2 showed to diminish the reduction effect of ZnO [3, 39]. 
There were two major conclusions resulting from these investigations. The first that, CO2 
clearly blocks the catalytically active adsorption sites by occupying them, suggesting a 
probable interaction with ZnO. This can be proved through a lower initial methanol conversion 
in the presence of CO2 (irrespective of its ratio to methanol) in comparison to when it was 
absent. Additionally, the second observation suggests that, CO2 had a stabilizing effect on the 
ZnO catalyst. This effect is well known, but the exact reason is not quite understood, especially 
in the field of methanol dehydrogenation.  
 
In propane dehydrogenation chemistry, CO2 addition also shows a stabilizing effect, which can 
be attributed to less coke formation and therefore the catalyst remains relatively longer active 
[40]. Here, a Boudouard reaction is assumed to be taking place which would then explain the 
stabilizing effect of CO2 [41]. 

a. Boudouard reaction 
 

CO2 + C ⇋ 2CO   
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Figure 5: Reaction time versus methanol conversion at two different CO2:CH3OH ratio and 
temperature (500 °C (blue lines) and 550 °C (red dotted lines)). 

The deactivation at 550 °C was fast, showing rather an adverse effect of CO2 addition. Notably, 
here the worst performance was observed in presence of a CO2 rich mixture where, not only 
the stability of catalyst was negatively affected, but also conversion of methanol was the 
lowest. Presumably, here the CO2 not only blocked active ZnO sites to make a different 
chemistry, but a higher temperature caused a much faster ZnO to Zn reduction. Although a 
fitting explanation would only be possible through scrutinizing the amounts of different effluent 
gases. Moreover, presence of two C-species as raw material, made the analytical assessment 
more challenging. The pronounced concentration of CO and the diminished amount of CO2 in 
effluent gases could therefore be roughly co-related to not only a bourdard reaction, but rather 
to a resulting oxidation reaction of Zn to ZnO [42]. 
 
The ZnSi/SA2 system deactivated almost as fast as the ZnFS/SA1. From the XRD 
measurement in figure 2 the reason becomes quite evident, where deactivation happens 
because of the ZnO in lattice structure, which lies freely without being bound to the silica. 
Moreover, the ZnSi/SA2 system had lost 30% Zn after 8 h TOS, whereas the ZnSi/SA3 had 
only lost 8.7%. The least reducible catalyst were the ones calcined at and above 900 °C. In 
figure 6, the activity of ZnSi/DA5 catalyst is depicted. Experiments with other zinc silicate 
catalysts showed the same product composition, however ZnSi/DA5 appeared to be the most 
stable and active of all. Thereby, comparing the product spectrum of the physically and 
chemically bounded supports (ZnFS/SA1 and ZnSi/DA5), one can clearly see that silica 
interacts with ZnO in a manner that the chemistry was not completely changed. The formation 
of small amounts of dimethyl ether (DME) was probably due to presence of a small density of 
acidic sites present in silica [43]. It is well known, that a direct dehydrogenation of methanol on 
ZnO catalyst is associated with formation of formate species [44]. The presence of basic sites 
lead to higher electro positivity, thereby favouring methyl formate and CO formation [15]. The 
trend here was same for both catalysts, where methyl formate formation was less pronounced 
at higher temperatures. The hypothesis from Sagou et al. is as follows; at higher temperatures, 
the formaldehyde route is favoured and this is also easily desorbed from surface [13]. Although, 
the presence of a nearby adsorbed hydrogen leads to formation of CO2 and H2, thereby 
extracting oxygen from the catalyst matrix. This was assumed to be the culprit reaction behind 
a fast ZnO deactivation mechanism [45]. Further characterization and in-situ or ex-situ 
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investigations are required to thoroughly understand the individual adsorption/desorption steps 
taking place on and inside the catalyst surface and bulk, respectively. The methanol 
conversion of ZnSi/DA5 was slightly lower compared to ZnFS/SA1 catalyst for the similar 
temperature region. The absence of free ZnO species can be the reason, which could explain 
this effect.  

 
Figure 6: Temperature versus conversion and selectivity of various reaction products for the 
ZnSi/DA5 catalyst.  

Initially, the reason for deactivation of the catalyst was unknown, since no single deactivation 
mechanism could be ascertained. Because of change in colour of the catalyst powder from 
white to black, we could confirm deposition of carbonaceous species. Therefore, TGA 
experiments were executed, where the deposited carbon was burnt away in presence of 
oxygen. After 8 h of TOS, there was 5.2% carbon deposits on the ZnSi/DA5 surface. Although, 
this measurement was performed, keeping a dehydrogenation chemistry in mind (where 
coking is a common phenomenon), it was assumed not to be the only reason for decrease in 
the catalyst activity. As discussed before, ICP-OES measurements enabled some insight 
about the loss of Zn, which occurred in every catalyst system. For the ZnSi/DA5 catalyst 
discussed here in detail, this value was only 4.5% after 8 h of TOS. Irrespective of this fact, 
the activity as well as catalyst lifetime was still not anywhere close to a practicable usage in 
industry. From figure 7, some very interesting observations could be made about these three 
catalyst systems, viz. ZnFS/SA1, ZnSi/SA4 & ZnSi/DA5.  
 
It shows reaction time in hours on the x-axis versus conversion of methanol along with 
formaldehyde selectivity on the y-axis. The reaction temperature was fixed at 550 °C for this 
experiment. Out of all the effluent gases, only formaldehyde selectivity has been depicted in 
the diagram. The ZnFS/SA1 catalyst completely loses its activity in just two hours from the 
start of experiment. The ZnSi/SA4 and ZnSi/DA5 catalyst on the other hand show relatively 
more stability reaching almost stable conversions of 10% and 20% respectively. A common 
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phenomenon observed for both of these systems was the initial drop in methanol conversion. 
This was possibly because of the presence of free ZnO, which was then quickly reduced 
(similar to that of ZnFS/SA1) to zinc metal found in the end of reaction. After this stage, the 
ZnSi/SA4 catalyst showed a slow and steady fall in conversion. The selectivity of formaldehyde 
was same throughout with an average around 68%. After a steep fall in methanol conversion 
in the beginning, there was a rather slow and steady fall in the activity until 10 h of TOS for the 
ZnSi/DA5 catalyst. 

   
Figure 7: TOS experiments with zinc oxide and zinc silicate catalysts.  

The catalyst was observed to be stable after this point. An attempt was made to burn away the 
coke, which had accumulated on the catalyst surface and at the bulk with time. Regeneration 
step composed of treating the system with synthetic air for couple of minutes. After this, the 
methanol stream was turned on again. The attempt was not successful to fully restore the 
previous activity of catalyst, where within two hours the methanol conversion dropped back to 
20%. This furthermore concluded, that the deactivation of the catalyst was not just because of 
coking, but rather a mixture of Zn loss and coking both. Comparing the ZnSi/SA4 and ZnSi/DA5 
catalysts, we also conclude that the material calcined by dynamic flow of air had more pore 
volume and this was also the probable reason for its slightly higher activity to decompose 
methanol.  

Conclusion and comments on the potential scope of zinc silicate catalyst 
From the study of the aforementioned catalyst systems, rough comments can be delivered 
regarding the potential scope of zinc oxide catalyst system. The zinc oxide catalyst is one of 
the very few materials, which bring about the direct dehydrogenation of methanol with 
formation of trace amount of water. The high volatility of the material leads to its fast 
deactivation, where a mild oxidizing agent like CO2 was helpful in slowing down this process 
either by prevention of coke formation or by re-oxidation of zinc, which could not be completely 
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understood within the scope of this investigation. More experiments are required to 
comprehend this effect. Nevertheless, application of an acidic environment to the sol-gel 
method and then calcining the material in dynamic airflow at 900 °C or higher yielded a zinc 
silicate material, which showed a relatively high stability (with loss of only 4.5 wt% Zn in 8 h 
TOS). A steady methanol conversion of 20% was achieved accompanied with 80% 
formaldehyde selectivity in a completely reductive atmosphere. Therefore, this study lays down 
the first impressions of a material manufactured at one specific ZnO:SiO2 ratio, to achieve 
approximately a higher Zn2SiO4, zinc silicate phase, which is known to be the more stable 
material for the methanol dehydrogenation chemistry. 
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